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In Brief
The Adventures of Young Finn is an action-packed
myth from ancient Ireland. Even though it is set in
the past, it has important lessons to teach us about
the importance of asking for help when we need it...

1. Literacy lesson ideas

 ou might find some words you don’t recognise in this issue’s stories. Don’t worry –
Y
just turn to the Storytime Glossary to find out what they mean!
 he questions on the Class Discussion Sheet are about the ways in which different
T
characters helped young Finn as he grew up. Have a think about the people that
have helped you – and why you should be thankful to them!
 an you spot a simile – or even an onomatopoeia? Show off your knowledge by
C
answering the questions on the Reading Comprehension Sheet!
 omebody has jumbled up the myth about Finn’s childhood! Put the events back in
S
the right order on the Story Sequencing Sheet by writing in a ‘1’ after the first thing
that happens, a ‘2’ after the next one, and so on.

 ow would Finn’s story have turned out if certain things had changed at the beginning,
H
middle and end of his tale? Use your imagination to answer the questions on the
What If? sheet.
Imagine that you are Finn MacCool, and you have just defeated the Aillen. On the
A Thank-You Letter page, write to your aunt Bodhmall – tell her what happened,
and don’t forget to mention how the lessons she taught you came in useful!
									 Continued on page 2...
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In ancient times, Irish poets called ‘bards’ would retell legends about heroes like Finn
MacCool. Now you can tell his tale in your own way by writing in what happened to
him under the pictures on the Storyboard sheet.
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1. Literacy Lesson Ideas

(continued)

 T
 his month’s tale is about Finn’s first adventure – but he would go on to have many
more! The Story Cards feature members of his family, as well as enemies he faced
in other legends. Cut out the cards, shuffle them, and then draw one at a time to help
you come up with a new adventure about the hero. If you don’t recognise some of
the characters, look them up on the Finn’s Friends, Foes & Family! sheet.
 F
 ind out more about the people Finn hung out with (or fought!) on the Finn’s Friends,
Foes & Family! page. Can you work out which ones are friends, which are family, and
which are foes?
 W
 hat does a hero need? List the things that make Finn amazing on the The Making
of a Hero worksheet.
 W
 hat was Finn MacCool like, what did he hate, and what challenges did he face?
Fill in all the details about him on the Character Sheet: Finn MacCool page.
 C
 an you find the names of people and places that feature in the legends of Finn
MacCool? They’re hidden in A Heroic Word Search!

2. Geography Lesson Ideas

 he Giant’s Causeway was declared a World Heritage Site by the United Nations
T
because of its fascinating geology. Why not research and discuss other sites of
special geological interest in the UK and Ireland? Looking at how they were formed is
a great way to find out more about the forces that shape our planet! This Geological
Society page is a useful resource: https://www.geolsoc.org.uk/100geosites
							 		
Continued on page 3...
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 ccording to folk tales, Finn created the Giant’s Causeway so he could cross from
A
Ireland to Scotland! This amazing formation of natural pillars is truly spectacular –
and you can find out more about it on the Giant’s Causeway Facts! page. See if you
can discover another incredible fact about this place and write it in as well!
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3. Art Lesson Ideas

In ancient Ireland, warriors like Finn would have lived in buildings called roundhouses.
They were round (of course!) and had big cone-shaped roofs of thatch (dried straw or
reeds). See if you can draw one based on the description on the Draw a Thatched
House! page, and then look up a picture of a roundhouse to see how close your picture
is to the real thing. What do you think it would be like to live in a roundhouse? What
would be some of the good things and bad things about living in one?

 ou and your friends can act out your own version of Finn’s story using the Finn, Aillen
Y
and Bodhmall masks. Cut them out, poke holes where indicated and then attach elastic
so you can put them on! Remember that your version of the story doesn’t have to match
the myth in the magazine...

4. Mental Health and wellbeing
 e can learn some useful lessons from Finn’s story! The Class
W
Discussion Sheet in this pack is about how Finn asks for and
receives help from others. Being able to do this is very important
for developing resilience and nurturing wellbeing!

N OTE TO TEACHERS: If your class enjoyed the story of young Finn, remember that we
have previously included other stories about Finn MacCool in Storytime. You can find
them in back issues or access digital copies (and audio files) via the new Storytime hub:
https://www.storytimehub.com
Storytime issue 7 – Finn MacCool
Storytime issue 29 – The Salmon of Knowledge
Storytime issue 61 – Oisin and the Land of the Young
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If you are interested in learning more about resilience and
wellbeing, be sure to check out the free Storytime Happiness Is... pack – it contains
fun and useful activities on the topic. Take a look at page 5 (about your Resilience Tool
Box) and discuss which tools Finn might have used in his adventures. Download it from:
www.storytimemagazine.com/happiness/attachment/happiness-pack/
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Storytime glossary

1 OF 2

Don’t know a word in a story? Find out what it means here!
The Fairy Queen’s Cuckoo Clock

Capped – covered

(Page 6)

Porch – platform outside a door

Amused – entertained
Squinting – looking with narrowed eyes
Flower-nectar – pollen
Chalet – small mountain cottage
Crumbs – tiny bits of bread
Tutted – made a disapproving noise
Chuckled– laughed quietly
Vivid – intense
Hammering – hitting things with a hammer
Punctuality – being on time

The Adventures of Young Finn
(Page 12)

Irritable – easily angered
Snowdrift – pile of snow

Pele and the Poi (Page 18)
Temper – mood
Devastate – seriously damage
Disguised – dressed up
Hobbled – walked shakily
Rapped on – knocked on
Quaver – shake
Scowled – frowned angrily
Gloopy – gooey and sticky
Shady – cool and not in sunlight
Cheerful – happy

Legendary – famous

Appetite – hunger

Boastful – proud and arrogant

Brimming – full

Outlaw – wanted criminal

Gulped down – swallowed

Bravely – in a courageous way

Towering – very tall

Pursuers – people who chase someone

Booming – loud

Recite – repeat
Wilderness – wild area
Bandit – robber
Dozing off – going to sleep
Scorched – burned
Triumph – victory

Baba Yaga’s Winter Escape (Page 16)

The Enchanted Stag (Page 22)
Enchant – take control of
Stale – old and dry
Huddled – cuddled
Brook – small stream
Devour – hungrily eat
Sprouting – growing

Hut – small house

Bleated – said in a sheeplike way

Grumbled – complained

Reeds – grasslike plants that grow in water

Southwards – towards the south

Restless – unable to relax
Continued on page 2...
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Dwell – live
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Storytime glossary
Springing – jumping
Ragged – worn out

2 OF 2

James Takes Sail (Page 35)
Managing – being in charge of

Adopt – take someone as your legal child

Apprentice – young person learning a job

Contentedly – in a happy way

Expanse – huge area

Casting – performing

Hideaway – secret place to stay in

Haven – place for shelter and protection

Moored – tied up

The Grand Royal Minibeast Hotel
(Page 30)
Intrepid – determined
Clambered – climbed

Keel – central ridge at bottom of ship
Saluted – gestured to show respect

How the Moon Became Beautiful
(Page 40)

Glinted – reflected light

Drifted – moved gently

Jotted – quickly wrote

Twinkly – sparkling

Distinguished – important and respected

Overheard – heard from a distance away

Deposited – put

Maiden – young lady

In residence – living there

Journeys – travels

Attic – space under roof at top of house

Gentleness – tenderness

Fumbled – went clumsily

Blessing – approval

Prancing – walking in a showy way

Beloved – much-loved

Blindfolded – with eyes covered
Clumsily – in an awkward way
Rumble – continuous noise
Darted – ran quickly
Comfortingly – in a reassuring way
Tarpaulin – large, strong waterproof sheet
Tentatively – in an unsure way
Wriggle – twist and squirm
Papery – similar to paper
Hasty – quick

New words can
be more useful
than a magic spear!
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Ominous – threatening
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Class discussion sheet
Let’s talk about... getting help from others! Finn is brave
and strong, but he still needs help from the people in his life. How do the
different characters in the story assist Finn?

1. C an you think of two ways in which Finn’s aunt Bodhmall helps him after his
mother leaves him behind?

2. W hen Finn has to leave the forest, he tries to get a job as a warrior,

but nobody will hire him. Can you think of a time when you couldn’t get
something that you really wanted? How did you deal with this situation?

3. F inn’s uncle Fiacha assists him when he is faced with a problem. What are
two things that Fiacha does that are helpful?

4. A t the end of the story, Finn uses the things he learned from Bodhmall and
Fiacha to defeat the Aillen and save Tara. Do you think we can all learn a
lesson from this about how important schooling can be?

Different people help us
in different ways! Can you
name three people who help
you in your life?

Name

loves and supports me.
teaches me useful things.
gives me helpful advice.

Class

Answers: 1. Bodhmall loves and cares for young Finn, and also teaches him important skills. 3. Fiacha suggests that Finn should go on a
quest to defeat the Aillen, and also gives him the poisoned spear he needs to beat the giant.
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Who are your heroes?
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Reading Comprehension Sheet
This month, read about Finn’s first encounter with the fearsome Aillen.
See if you can spot the onomatopoeia and the simile in the extract!

“

Finn rode all the way to Tara. Before long, he heard the stomp-stomp-stomp

“

of the Aillen’s footsteps, and saw the giant’s head appear above the trees.
The creature was dozens of feet tall, and had eyes that glowed like fire!

1. In the second sentence, there is a word
that is an onomatopoeia (it sounds like
what it is describing.) What is it?

2.Why do you think the word ‘stomp’

is repeated in the second sentence
of the extract?

3. In the final sentence of the extract, the
word ‘dozens’ is used. What do you
think ‘dozens’ means?

which is when something is described as
being like something else. What is it?

Name

An onomatopoeia is a word
that sounds like what it is
describing. Can you think
of an onomatopoeia for
these three things?

TH E SO UN D OF BR EA KING
GLAS S
TH E SO UN D MA DE BY A DO G
TH E SO UN D OF ON E TH ING
BA NG ING INT O AN OT HE R

Class

Answers: 1. Stomp. 2. The word ‘stomp’ is repeated because it is meant to sound like the giant taking several steps. 3. ‘A dozen’ means
‘twelve’, so ‘dozens’ means ‘several times twelve’. Many things are sold by ‘the dozen’, especially eggs! 4. The simile is glowed like fire.
Sounds Like It! Smash, bark (or woof), and crash.
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4. In the last sentence there is also a simile,

SOUNDS LIKE IT!
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Story Sequencing Sheet

Oh no! The events of Finn’s life have been mixed up! Do you know
which order they should be in? Number the different entries properly!
Miurne named her child Finn, which means ‘fair-haired’. She told
Bodhmall to take care the boy, and then left the forest.
The High King of Ireland was also in love with Miurne, and sent his
warriors to fight him. Cumhail was defeated in a great battle.
Fiacha told Finn that if he stopped the Aillen, the High King would
surely give him a reward. Fiacha also gave Finn a poisoned spear.
Bodhmall raised Finn and taught him how to hunt, fight and recite
poetry. When he was ten, though, she told him he had to leave.
The High King rewarded Finn by making him the leader of the
Fianna warriors. The boy was now as great as his father had been!
Finn’s uncle Fiacha told him about a giant called the Aillen,
who burned down the capital city of Tara every year.
Finn went to Tara. The Aillen approached, and played a tune that put
people to sleep. He then scorched the town with his fiery breath.
Cumhail was a great warrior who loved fighting. He fell in love
with a princess called Miurne, and they were married.

Miurne was pregnant with Cumhail’s child. She went to stay in the
forest with her sister Bodhmall, and gave birth there.
Finn went to the courts of Ireland’s greatest lords, but none of them
would give him a job because he was Cumhail’s son.

Name

Class
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Finn used his shield to deflect the Aillen’s fiery breath and defeated
the giant by striking him with his poisoned spear. The Aillen fled!
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Storyboard
Retell the legend of young Finn MacCool in your own way! Write in what
happened to the hero underneath the pictures below...

2

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

3

4

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

Name

Class
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1
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What If?

Finn’s story had a happy ending – but how would it have changed
if these things had been different? Write down what you think
would have happened...

1. Set-up: What do you think

Finn’s life would have been like if
his mum had been captured by the
High King and Finn had been adopted
as the king’s son?

?

??

2. CHALLENGE: When he

left the forest, Finn couldn’t get a
job as a warrior! Based on what
Bodhmall had taught him, what are
some other jobs he could have done?

spear, how could he have stopped the Aillen from burning down the city
of Tara? Can you think of some clever way he could have tricked or
trapped the monster – or persuaded it not to attack?

Name

Class
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3. resolution: If Finn hadn’t been given a magical poisoned
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A thank-you letter
Imagine that you are Finn MacCool, and that you are writing to your aunt
Bodhmall to tell her about how you beat the Aillen. Remember to tell her
about your adventure, and how useful the things she taught you were!

Dear Auntie Bodhmall,

If someone
gives you a nice
gift, why not send
them a special
thank-you letter?

Your loving nephew,
Finn
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WAYS TO THANK SOMEONE!
Sending a letter is a great way to say thank you –
but here are some other things you could do!

send a text message
pick flowers for them
make a phone call

Name

do a chore for them
make them a card
give a small gift

Class
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Story cards
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FINNEGAS
THE AILLEN

OISIN

BENANDONNER
OONAGH

FINN MACCOOL

Come up with a new story about Finn and his family, using the characters
on these cards! You might not recognise some of these characters – so look
them up on the next page!
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Finn’s friends, foes & family!
Sadhbh

Oonagh

Bodhmall

Oisin

Bran and Sceólang

Finnegas

Benandonner

Fiacha

Who was she? One of Finn’s wives!
She was a fairy princess and the
mother of Oisin.
Cool fact: Finn first met her after she had
been transformed into a deer by a druid!
Luckily she changed back into human
form when she stepped onto Finn’s land.

Who was she? Finn’s aunt, who raised
him as her own son in the forest. Read
about her in Storytime issue 87.
Cool fact: Bodhmall was very wise
and knowledgeable because she
was a ‘druid’, a kind of nature-priest.

Who was he? Also known as the Red
Man, he was a legendary giant!
Cool fact: He may have been big, but
he was not clever! Read about his battle
with Finn in Storytime issue 7.

Who was he? Finn’s son
Cool fact: He was a great warrior, like
his dad, and also a poet. He fell in
love with a fairy and journeyed to the
magical Land of the Young to be with
her. Read the story in Storytime issue 61!

Who was she? A poet who taught Finn!
Cool fact: He spent seven years trying
to catch the Salmon of Wisdom – but
Finn caught it instead! Read this tale
in Storytime issue 29!

Who was he? Finn’s uncle, who gave him
a magic spear – see Storytime issue 87.
Cool fact: He challenged Finn to a race
and slowed the lad down by tricking him
into picking up weights along the way!

Which is which?

How were each of these characters related to Finn MacCool? Which ones were his
friends, which were his foes, and which were family members?

Name

Class
Answers: . FRIENDS: Finnegas, FOES: Benandonner and the Aillen, FAMILY: Sadhbh, Oonagh, Oisin, Bodhmall,
Bran and Sceólang, Fiacha.
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Who were they? Finn’s dogs!
Cool fact: They were actually Finn’s
cousins! Their mother was turned into a
dog by magic when she was pregnant
with them, so they were born as puppies.

Who was she? Finn’s wife in the later
stories about him.
Cool fact: She was very clever,
and helped Finn to outwit the giant
Benandonner. You can read this story
in Storytime issue 7!
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The making of a hero
Finn is one of the greatest heroes from Irish legend – but what are the things
that make him special? Can you fill in all of these facts about him?

His goal:

Special feature:

His problem:
Top three skills:

Did you know?

There are many different stories about Finn MacCool, and not all of
them match up! In stories from the Isle of Man, he is a giant who fought
other giants, but in Irish myths he is a human hero.

Name

Class
Answers: .His goal: To become a great warrior like his father; Top three skills: fighting, poetry, surviving in the wilderness;
Special feature: his white hair. His problem: he was hunted by the High King; His magic item: his poisoned spear.
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His magic item:
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Character sheet: Finn MacCool
Now that you have read a story about Finn, what do you
think of him? Answer all of the questions on this sheet!

Write down five words that describe
what Finn is like!

What is one thing that Finn likes
very much?
What does he NOT like?

What do you think Finn would have
on his war-flag?
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What main problem does Finn
face in the story, and how
does he deal with it?

What two words would
Finn use to describe
Bodhmall in the story?

Name

Class
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A Heroic WORD SEARCH!

Can you find the names of characters from this month’s story (as well
as some other foes and family of Finn MacCool) in this word search?
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Can you find Finn’s wife’s
name in the word search?
Write it in here!
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T

B

A

M

Answers:

Z
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V
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Giant’s Causeway Facts!

Legends say that Finn MacCool built the Giant’s Causeway in Northern
Ireland. Here are some amazing facts about this real-life place!

400,000
The number of
interlocking basalt
columns that make
up the Giant’s
Causeway

The tallest
columns in the
Causeway are

12 metres/
39 feet tall!

The Giant’s
Causeway has even
influenced ‘rock’
music! It featured on
the cover of Houses
of the Holy, a 1973
album by band
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The year The
Giant’s Causeway
was declared a
UNESCO World
Heritage site

Name

#1 most
popular tourist
attraction
in Northern Ireland!

1986

Some rock
formations on the
Causeway have special
names! They include the
Organ, the Shepherd’s
Steps, the Honeycomb,
the Chimney Stacks,
the Camel’s Hump, the
Giant’s Boot, and the
Harp and Gate.

The Giant’s
Causeway is
rated as the

Led Zeppelin!

The Giant’s
Causeway was
actually formed

Find a fact!

50 to 60 million
years ago, when
a huge flow of molten
lava broke into
thousands of rock
pillars as it cooled.

Class
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DRAW A THATCHED HOUSE!

In ancient Ireland, people often lived in thatched roundhouses. These
houses had a round shape, with no windows and a large cone-shaped roof
of thatch (reeds or straw). Try to draw a house like this – and then look up
a picture of a real roundhouse to see if your picture matches it!
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Round the home!
Celtic roundhouses had walls of stone or wattle-and-daub. Wattle-and-daub walls
were made from a mixture of mud and animal poo on a frame of woven sticks!
Unlike later houses, roundhouses didn’t have chimneys. Instead, smoke stayed
inside the house and slowly went up through the thatched roof. This stopped
birds and bugs from nesting there! No Celtic roundhouses have survived, but
some archaeologists have built replicas that you can visit today.

Name

Class
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Finn mask
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Cut around the dotted lines to make masks of three of the characters
in this story, and act out the adventures of young Finn with your friends!
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Aillen mask

For more free downloads go to: www.storytimemagazine.com/free
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Bodhmall mask

For more free downloads go to: www.storytimemagazine.com/free
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